Valuable TA Books Available at Discounted Rates

The ITAA has the following books available for sale. Prices are shown in USD, to which packaging and shipping costs will be added. Ken Fogleman will advise on these costs when the order is placed because these will vary based on weight, number of items ordered, and delivery destination.

**Explorations in Transactional Analysis: The Meech Lake Papers**  
by William F. Cornell - $25

This book brings together many of Cornell’s articles on TA. Written over 20 years, the papers reflect his ongoing exploration of the interfaces among transactional analysis, the body-centered therapies, and contemporary psychoanalysis. Much of Cornell’s writing exemplifies the potential and enrichment brought to our work in human relations through the use of one theoretical model to challenge and enhance another.

**Perspectives in Transactional Analysis**  
by Muriel James - $15

These 20 papers cover a wide range of topics, including basic TA principles and techniques, fascinating accounts of Muriel’s own life and her relationship with Eric Berne, the drama of cultural scripts, techniques for personality structural change, spirituality and the human spirit, and special applications of transactional analysis in clinical and organizational settings.

**Therapeutic Journey: Practice and Life**  
by James R. Allen and Barbara A. Allen - $10

A collection of papers by two well-known transactional analysts, mental health practitioners, and educators, the topics covered include what to do after meeting the patient, types of treatment, trauma, social constructivism, working with children and adolescents, the biological underpinnings of TA and mental health interventions, family therapy, transference, redecision therapy, and social issues related to drug use, American Indian adolescents, the Oklahoma City bombing, war, and the Tulsa race riots of the 1920s.

**Theories and Methods of an Integrative Transactional Analysis: A Volume of Selected Articles**  
by Richard Erskine - $15

These 29 articles demonstrate the growth and development of Erskine’s ideas about psychotherapy, transactional analysis, supervision, and many related topics. Erskine reveals the evolution of his ideas from his early days in TA to his eventual integration of concepts from TA, gestalt therapy, and psychoanalytic theories such as object relations, self psychology, and the intersubjective approach.


These books are currently in storage and owned by ITAA. All proceeds received will benefit the ITAA. For more information and to place an order, contact Ken Fogleman at ken@itaa-net.org.